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in control of their behavior and subsequent rewards (internal locus of

control) to individuals believing that fate, lucks or chance controls

rewards (external locus of control). This characteristic may mediate

the degree to which students can successfully
"
manage self-directed,

remediation. An intuitive argument can be made that students who are

more internally controlled would be better able to direct their own

remediation than students who are more externally controlled.

Wier recent research (cf. Rosenshine, 1577 and Lomax and Cooley.

1979) has dodte.muted a significant relationship between student ow-taSk

behaviosr and student achieveMent:...-Dn-task time is that time during
.

which learner is actively engaged in learning (Carroll, 1963).

*These studiet suggest. that student behavior:maybe a more significant
-

factor in determining student outcomes thin teacher behaviors or

teaching strategies a point, that has been argued by Medley (1977).,

QAriderton (1976) reported a Study in which mastery learning procedures

were shown to increase on-task behavior'of students.

Problem

This study explored the effects of a modified mastery learning

strategy on the achievement, attitudes, and on-task behafrix,rof high

school chemistry-students of differing aptitude and locus of control.

Specifically the study addressed the following questions:

1. What effect does .a modified mastery learning strategy
have on (a) achievement, (b) attitudes, and (c) on-
task behavior of high school chemistry students?

2. Do students of different locus of control orientation
exhibit different (a) achievement, (b) attitudes, and
(c} on -task behavior?

3. Do students of different academic aptitude exhibit
different amounts of on-task behavior?

4
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4.. Will.. the application of_a mastery. learning strategy
=wile a change over tier: la on-task behavior oficbgh
schrol chemistry studemmts2

Peale
A number of studies in several subject areas and acezems graBe %Weft

finnm elementary to- college haveEtlemonstrated tine success=crE theemar,..azy

learning strategy. Swanson (1976) found the mastery Iearofmg 'strap

significantby-superior when compared to a coni=o1 s..'rate

not utilize diagnostic and remediation exercises° in high schoad

chemistry =Lasses. Goodson and Okey (1978), employing mastery-lmeiiiebes

*techniques in a college level introductory physical science ccerrsim,

found students receiving formative testing along with remediatted

&Y awed increased achievement when compared to students i-eceiving

no remediation. In a comprehensive review of mastery learning-Am "1-

Block and Burns (1977) concluded that mastezyl.earning students

achieved significantly 'higher 61% of the time over aon-mastezysMajaboo.

Limited research on the qt.a-Stion of student-directed versus teases

.directed remediation has shown inconsistent results. Goodson ar-

(1978) found that student-directed remediatiori and teacher-di:acme.

re:mediation-xi:coupa both outscored a control group, but-did-notelkilIe%

between themselves. Long (1978) found that a teacher-directed

remediation zgroup out a student-directed remediation-grcemenif

tenth grai:, biology students..
,

Mastery learning studies of student attitudeS tommerdschoolingedb

not show results as clearly as those of cognitive achlavement.

Watling (1975) and Sanders and .Yeany (1979) reported 117 significant
0.

differencee in attitudes toward instruction as a result .of mastery

1.0
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AlismaiogloamEginwwhile Long (ISM) reptectedithom;thdents Azt a

ist:011iaL--adkasr zadasemettktion setting -expanse& simiascantly more

--42cotchmaLaceasfiex.toward instruction than .st 3n °Maar a

:temodomplibmi4g41 or control gclx.pmettiing.

dikaillisevalik5elooked at how Incas of eontszel sodiatiles-stodent

achalavamscianwestiowii inconsisteresults. amide= aptdEenany (1979)

flod tutecoingriotitinted middle school seielicessstolenmekt=sachieve

sigoinoaoturLtigher'than externally-oriented: stodefteln aystudy

teicanuhis.Iginagmosii3-remediation.strotegieS. long412261WasidleanY.

et..111r time repbxted no main effects due to leemaeof.contral orientation

idliiAmelkommidplogy studints'when diagnosis-remedistian techniques .;were

Procedures

TheE4e. xpoefental. sample consisted of 156 students from 9 Classes

sizodlediulftest-year chemistry inan urbaniSebsrban high school in

notahmestern;South Carolina.--There were 84 malmeoand 72 females in

theftsampleT 130rwere white and 26 black. The classes were relatively

hetocogemoods with respeet to grade level, race, ammlaptitude. Each

the intact classes was randomly assigned to ones of -the three

tmmaWnnimmtlgroups.

iSeM1
A 3 x 3 x 2 (treatment x aptitude x locus of z=ext.rol) fixed-factor

design was used in the study. Students were blocked. on three levels

of -academic 'aptitude- (high, average, and low) based-on the IQ measure

froze the Iowa T acts of Educational Development. (nist & Peldt, 1366).
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The._22sIsellectual adidiammement ResponsiEcia±ty (IAR) scale -mawasmod4o

ease ard:owl stratifw-ma- locus of coat:Nal .01c Ghee and Crandall's...J.96W .

Ca.

SkikOWebeswexe blodliadm-two leirel.srcE7.ocus of control (imosmnal ari

aztenale13-

-Zostruction fam---AU =lasses was characterized-by a bIem&-of

lee.imtre, question-answimi=sessions, laboratory work, -demormtrations.

:mud radio-visual-matleciads. Cturse objectives were made available to

ACEtimmodents. Unit qadsmes. diagnostic quizzes, and remediation

actsibities were devel../Ted cooperatively by the investigator and

coppmeating teachers_ Diagnostic quizzes were based on logical subunits

or:emh unit's objecamies. The diagnostic quizzes were administered

approximately every r1 day of instruction and typically took about

five-ambiutes to compete. Remediarion exercises were keyed to objectives

and were Chosen fronv.a.variety of sources other than the :original

instructional materials.

These materials were used under three treatment conditions:

Treatment 1 (Contrast group). This group received the same-

instruction as the other two groups but without diagnostic quizzes and

remediatiorialtivities.

Treatment.2 (Student-directed remediation).. Subjects were given

the sere initial instruction'as the contrast group, but.with the added

feature of diagnostic testing and remediation exercises. Students.

graded diagnostic tests themselves and selected remediation activities

-- -from a pool on their own initiative. All pertinent remediation

activities. Were- ept on file in a Central, easily accessible location

7



in the clasMroom.

Treatment 3. (Teacher-directed remediationt. -This grow red aimed

the samEmsaterials, :Ixiittructicn, and slialuceret=bestm as Treatig_2.

jlowevefc, the tea-che. randomly selected :a activity,-activ±ty: tErcmrthe

same poet- available. to Treatment 2 Thee eaittIbmities were assftned as

part oiL;regular, Clads instruction The tweD empretmental groups

(Treatments 2 and 3) went through 2 cycles dr.-diagnosis and remediation

if necessary.

Dependent Measures

Quizzes. based on the instructional objectives were given..ct_the

end of each of:,the three units. At the con:Ins:I= of e study a

questionnaire was administered to determine_ttibudes of students

toward science wad science instruction. Throughout_ the studrereeir.ly

on-task observation measures were made followingmarocedrrxe.- aiggestad

by Anderson (1976). The on-task measure was a 2 -point sct.l.e. classifying

students as either on or off task. The time each student was engaged

in on-task behavior was. estimate_scLWtaking the-percent-cf-the on-task

e
codes relative to the total number of codes. The. final Criterion

measure for each student was derived by taking the ave:cage of all

on-task observations during the study. The reliability of the on-task
0

measure was assessed by application of generalizability theory

(Cardinet, et.al., 1976)- Table 1 provides a =maw of instruments
.

used for dependent measures.

lemert Table 1 about here.
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Results .

.Gnmernmens and standard deviations for the adhievement tests, the

and the on-task observation measure are presented

in Tablft= Analysis of variance procedures with treatment, (T)

aptitude, rilPr) and locus of control (LOC) as main effects variables

were usedto-determine the pmobability of real differences among the

means. _7tobability levels of F - ratios are reportedrather than

adoptins an: a. a on of level.

insert Table II about here.

PreLiimbiary analysis of the data indicated no significant three-way

interactions so the final analysis was run specifying only two -way

interactions. The computed F °ratios with their associated probability

values are presented in Table III.

.14...11101mMampammeMpoNivilN ,..11M1

Insert Table III about here

On all the-achievement measures, the main effect due to treatment

was significant (see Table IMO Post hoc analyses were carried out to

d6z:.ermine which groups were achieving better than others. Orthogonal

contrasts and Dvnnett,t tests were used for these comparisons.: These

analyses indicated that on all ,achievement tests both the teethes-.

managed and student-managed mastery learning groups significantly

Outscored the contrast group. Only on the first achievement test was

there a significant difference between the.two mastery learnizg groups.

In this case, the teacher-managed group scored significantly higher
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than the student-maMaged group. 4

.Analyses for main effects due to treatment indicated no significant.
\

differences in attitude _toward science and. science instruction (see

Table, III). -On the ot:L=task.measure the main effect due to the-treatment

was significant (F = 21:86; ai .0001) Post 'hoc analyses indicated

that the average on-task behavior of each of the mastery learning.

groups was significantly higher than that of the contrast groups, but

were not significantly different from each other.

Analyses of main "effectsdiie to locus of control indicated no

significant differences among ;groups on any of the criterion measures.

except attitudetoward science instruction (see Table III). However,.

thii difference was confounded bir a significant disordinal treatment

by locus of control Interaction. Post hoc analysis of this interaction

indicated that internals in the student-managed mastery learning group

indicated a significantly higher positive attitude toward science

instruction than did externals.

A trend analysis f,Reppel, 1973) was carried out on the on-task

measures to determine if there was. a significant change in on-task

behavior over t-ime. The analysis indicated there was a significant

linear trend (F = 12.86, 2, < .001) in oit-task behavior. Figure 1

shows _that, over, time, the two mastery learning groups increased

on-task behavior while the contrast group descreased on-task behavior.

""'Irm"'""'"'"""'"'';"""""""'""'"='"'"""".

Insert Figure 1 about here

The main effect due to aptitude on on-task behavior was significant

(see Table I). Post hoc analysis using the Newman-Reuls multiple



..
comparison procedures indicated that the average on -task behavior of

the low aptitude.group was significantly higher than that of the. average

aptitude group.

Conclusions

Across the three achievement measures, the mastery learning groups
.

were consistently fared; significant achievement gains were made with'

only. two cyClesof-dlagnosis and remediation. 'Yet an inconsistency in

the performance of the two mastery learning groups were evident. The

teacher-manged group achieved significantly higher than the student-

managed group on the first achievement test; on the second and third

achievement measures, no significant differences,were found between the

two mastery learning groups.

A oossible explanation for the inconsistency in the effects of

treatment on the two mastery learning groups may be that without direct

teacher guidance, the students in the student-managed group were-slower
O

to. realize the benefits that.00uld accrue from the system. Once the

benefits from the system were appazent, then the students might have

been more attentive to the diagnostic tests and remediation exercises,

and hence achieved'at a level comparable to the teacher-directed mastery

. learning groups.

These results do not support the hypothesis that the mastery

'learning strategy could result in more positive attitudes - paralleling
.

.

higher.achievement gains. STudents who elect to take high school chemis-

try.pr*layhave\rather positive attitudes toward science and science

instruction to begin With; increased achievement by itself may be'insuf-

\z-

ficient to maim such positive attitudes'even more.positive. The faCt
,
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that tbe attitudes of the two mastery learning groups did not- change is

of interest. The use of formative quizzes and remediation exercises

10

could possibr be viewed by the student as just additional work and

thus tend to lower attitudes

Both variations of the mastery learning strategy had a positive

ti

effect' on on-task behavior of the students when compared-to the contrast

group, but no difference.s in on-tesk behavior were found between the

two mastery learning strategies. In view of the significant relationship

between on-task behavior and achievement noted by other researchers

(cf. Rosensiiine, 1977; Lomax cooleY.-1979), this finding of increased_

on-task behavior i.3 noteworthy.

Although a logical argument 0!'4111 be made for differentiel perform-

ante by internally and externally controlled students, this study

largely failed to find such differences. -These findings were consistent

with those by-Saunders and Teeny (1979).

In the case pf attitude toward science instruction, a significant

interaction of instructional strategy and locus of control appeared-in--
. ...,- . .

the student-managed:treatment group. Z',1ternals in this group showed

more positive attitudes toward instruction than internals in either Of

the other treatment groups; externals had a less positive attitude toward

instruction than externals in either of the other treatment groups. This

:finding is in accord with Daniels sold Stevens (1976) and Parent, Porirard,.

Caiitor, and MOhling (1975). Internals would tend to prefer the situation

of the student-managed- group; they would be on -their own to manage remed

iation. Externals would likely not Prefer. the situation. of the student-.

managed group; _they would prefer the teacher-managed group where instruc-

tional. decisions ware made by the teacher.

12.



This study. offers little support for Bloom's (1968) hypothesis

7-that- a mastery learning strategy can decrease differences in achievement

among aptitude. levels, as evidenced by the significant main effect due

to aptitude and by the lads of any significant treatment group by

aptitude interactions. Possibly this failue to support Bloom's

hypothesis is due to the modifications of mastery learning employed 4zi

thlistudy; two cycles of diagnosis and remediation may not be

sufficient to reduce the differences in achievement among aptitude groups.

The finding that the low aptitude group .spent the largest percen-

tage of time on task is interesting. This finding may possibly be

attributable" to 'the context of the study --first year chemistry. For. a

104 aptitude student to elect chemistry is a significana- step in itself:

Such students are probably highly motivated to pay more attention.

knoug.high school students, chemistry ususally has the reputation of being
-

a 9difficult. course. Therefore, if low aptitude students elect chemistry,

-& they more be more likely to pay att.eat:ion.

The application of -.a modified mastery learning strategy in4this
-

study Ire resated'in an increase in achievement of high school_ chemistry

students. The diagnostic testing with feedback and the increased on-task

12PhavilFeinitY- be .operating foiStly'to bring about the _gain:, in

-4- .7- :.

ment. -Additional research-is needed to determine the...relative contri-., . .

.bUtiion. Of 'diagriosLe ,feedback and on-task 'behavior 7to; the raChieve-

-meat: gains.

This study -- offers some empirical- evidence to tbe-higbschool Chemis-

try teacher that iiistructional strategies can significantly increase

ASS 'Q. gs -m4x.1:
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achievement.. The modification. of the mastery learning strategy employed

In this study did increase achievement when compared to a non-mastery

group

'Nigh school chemistry teachers may be mere willing to spend time.

constructing fcirmative- tests and using remediation activities with the

knowledge. that only two cycles of. diagnosis-remediation. can increase

student achievement. This modified use of mastery learning may well

be more appealing to high school chemistry teachers. In fact, the re-

sults-of this study .suggests that the assignment of remediation actisp-

ities may not be necessary to bring about gains in achtesiement.-_ Simply

having the =mediation activities available 'may be° sufficient to increase

achievement..

A meta- analysis of diSgnostic-prescriptive studies by Teeny and

Miller (1980) suggests that remediation activities may not even be neces-

sary to increase achievement. They found that there was only a slight

Increase is -the effect size across studies using diagnosis and remediation

. as compared to .studies using only diagnosis with knoWledge of results of

the diagnosis and no remeadation., .15erhars t he diagnostic tests .serve

to focus-the attention of the students-on- the specific objectives to be

assessed on.the simulative test and provide objective -specificpractice

sufficiently well to bring about the achievement gains. This finding

bears further study.

This study failed to establish. arelationship.between locus of

control-and student outcomes. But th e finding of_ a significant

interaction .betweezi locus of -.eontrol -and instructional strategy on the
:

altitude of students toward set017e instruction provide; evidence to

suggest that students of differing -loCus. of control do perceive the

_

O
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instructional setting differently. Knowledge of loam of control

orientation of students may make the teacher more sensitive to students

who need more direction.

The fact that this study showed a clear relationship between on-task

behavior and instructional strategy suggests that teachers may increase

on-task behavior by employing a modified mastery learning strategy.

This study did not explore specific components of:the mastery learning

strategy that might be responsible for the increased on-task behavior.

Implementation of a mastery learning strategy requires coordination of

several different activitiesdiagnostic testing, feedback, and use of

remedigtion activities. Before any of these are used in the classroom

there-must be planning and preparation of the materials. All these activ-

ities on the part of-the teacher are management-related activities.

Other studies have shown a positive relationship between classroom man-

agement and on-task behavior (cf. Anderson, SOott, Evertson, & Balmer,

1979). Perhaps the use of a mastery learning strategy.enhances the

management ofthe classroom which, in turn, leads to increasedon-task-

behavior. .

eV
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Information on Instruments used in Study

4

Number/Type
of Items

Aelishilcty

_wait 1 AcbleveMent. 35 items,, zultiple choict

Quit 2 Achievement 40 items,
multiple choice

11tit 3 Achievemekt_ - 18 item
multiple choice

Attitude toward 10- items
Science Liken scale-

Attitude toward-- 10 items, .

Science Instruction Likert scale

Cla-Task Measure

Ittrantachss st
beneralizabii coefficient:

.

eilmssrocaa
theervationS

__

./44

.60a

.73a

2
.



C

Tel; le II*

Means and Standard Deviations of Dependent Mee- 210
Across Treatment Levels

----Dependent Measure

Treatment 2.

X S.D.
P , -

Treatment Treatment 3

I. S.D.

Unit 1 Achievcaanta

Unit 2 Adhievementa

Unit ..3 Achievement°

Attitude &award
Science

Attitude
Science

23.13 4.46

28.46 4.63

13.61 - 2.37

On-Tesk B 75.24 87.22 242

33.'80 . .4.28 34.69

26.27

31.19

14.60

37.41

?faximmx-possibIemascore
bMcrod.ramt Apmeglae!cecOra sob,40' 0.

.emeicimummpoesibler-iscore
dMaximtravci#iiibla4score goo50
eMaxismns vcsaittleancore at 100

4.42 27.28 . 4.22 ,

4.37 32.18. 4:07

2.42 14.20 2.28

5.'00' 38.58. 6.05 .

7.19
C

6

34.54 7 4.00.

86.65 11.35



Table 111

Analysir of iletriance Results tot all Dependent Vistsures

Name. 1gmarair..=rww.teatiant (I)

bait 1 Athieweat .15.83* .0001

Wit, 2 Achieveziat-- -MP .0001

'Mit 3 Achiever 2.49* .09

?tttitutirtaward 1.89 .15
Science

Attiiudietreard . , .30 .74
Science Instruction

OrTask lebvicr 21.56*: .6* 2.23* .11

km of
*diets (1) contra (L) . L A I

it T. -ft

5.32* .006

4.67* ;001

3.000); .05

.28 .75

1.99 .14

* Judged to btligratant

.13 .67 ..21 .93 .30 .74

.03 .86 .72 .58. 1.40 .25

1.07 .30 .52 .72 .05 ..95

..41 452 .11 .98 .74 .48

3.91* ,06 .40 .81 2.57* .08

.48 .49 ..27 .89 .07 .93

MS .13

1.68 .19

.96 .38

.12 .89

#

.90 .41

.91
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